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By Scott Hazenbroek | President, Foodmate US

Welcome to Atlanta and IPPE, and to another edition of our Foodmate InsideTrack! First of all, I would 

like to wish you a Happy, Healthy, and Excellent New Year. I am excited to welcome you to the IPPE 

2022, despite the rising COVID-19 challenge.

The past year has been a roller-coaster ride. Foodmate has been acquired by Duravant and is now one 

of its Operating Companies in the Global Food Industry. Usually, a transition like this is accompanied 

by many organizational changes that impact you, our customers. Foodmate's transition to becoming 

a Duravant Operating Company is an exception to the rule. Of course, we have had to deal with 

some organizational changes but nothing that affects our high standard of service and our highly 

valued customer relationships. Foodmate is very much aligned with Duravant's culture and a strong 

commitment to growth, which will enable Foodmate to accelerate the execution of our strategic 

priorities. 

We are very grateful to Duravant for allowing Foodmate to continue its path to success by being 

innovative and offering you cost-effective equipment. And we are also incredibly thankful to you, our 

customers, for trusting us with the investments in your companies' future.

The growth Foodmate is experiencing is unprecedented. Behind the curtains, we are working hard to 

make sure we can support that growth the best we can. We are investing in our Service and Asset Integrity 

Program (AIP) teams; we are also expanding our Service Technicians team considerably, ensuring we 

will meet your current and future needs. We are continuously working on new developments for cost 

and labor-effective equipment.

At this year's IPPE, we welcome you to our booth and our state-of-the-art Inspirience Center for an on-

demand demonstration of our In-line Intelligent Thigh Deboner OPTiX, our Breast Deboner MAX 2.0, 

and our new FM Compact Sizer (CS4), developed by our Foodmate UK office. 

If you cannot visit us at IPPE 2022, we trust this InsideTrack will reach you personally through other 

channels and bring you up to speed on the latest news about our company. In addition, we welcome you 

to our in-house Inspirience Center in Ball Ground, GA, for demonstrations and tests on our automated 

systems. Our company remains committed to delivering the solutions you need and the experience you 

deserve!  

Thank you for your trust and support over the last years and for being part of our success! 

We hope to see you soon! 

HELLO AND HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
WE WISH YOU GOOD HEALTH AND ALL THE BEST FOR 2022!  

Scott Hazenbroek 

 FOODMATE
HOME OF  

INTELLIGENT 
DEBONING 
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2022 TRENDS

POULTRY INDUSTRY  
NEWS

MARKET REPORT 

Source: USDA, Agricultural Marketing Service 

Pricey chicken puts thighs on restaurant menus
Deboned thighs are in Winston Churchill once mused about “the absurdity of 

growing a whole chicken to eat the breast or wing.” Now, short supplies and escalating costs of 

chicken breasts and wings are leading restaurants to add thighs and other dark poultry meat 

to menus and entrees, the Wall Street Journal reports. Poultry producer Perdue Farms Inc. has 

seen a 15% increase in boneless thigh sales in 2021 and a 20% increase in ground chicken, which 

is made of mostly dark meat, the company said. Products like thighs have two advantages for 

restaurants struggling with the high cost and tight supplies of breasts and tenders: they are 

cheaper and easier to get, industry officials said. “Chicken thighs are all about flavor,” said Nick 

Kenner, Just Salad’s chief executive. He said more customers are now choosing the product 

rather than the New York City-based chain’s chicken breast offerings.

Want to increase productivity of thigh deboning process at your plant?! 

Talk to us about our OPTiX Intelligent Thigh Deboner, learn more on pg. 14. 

Is the U.S. experiencing a fried chicken shortage?

KFC AND WINGSTOP HAVE BOTH REPORTED CHALLENGES 

KEEPING UP WITH DEMAND. As reported by Elizabeth Doughman 

on WattPoultry.com, in the second quarter of 2021, Strong demand 

for the new KFC chicken sandwich resulted in a shortage of supply, 

David Gibbs, the Chief Executive Officer of Yum (the parent company 

of quick service restaurant chain KFC), said on an April 28 conference 

call. During the same week, several major news outlets reported 

Foodservice in the U.S. was undergoing another major supply chain 

shortage, this time for chicken. The shortage continues to be a 

challenge as we move into 2022.  

WHAT’S BEING REPORTED

The shortage has been attributed to everything from surges in 

consumer demand to labor shortages in poultry processing due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic.

Most restaurants specializing in chicken wings or pizza already had a strong 

off-premises orientation, which made it easier to shift operations during 

the pandemic. 2020 saw an explosion in virtual brands, with everyone from 

Bloomin’ Brands to Brinker International getting in on chicken wing delivery 

options.

Fried chicken sandwiches have also remained highly popular with consumers 

following the 2019 chicken sandwich wars. Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen and 

Chick-fil-A remain the industry leaders, but at least six other major quick 

service restaurant chains have added a chicken sandwich to menus since the 

beginning of 2021.

Meanwhile, Wingstop Inc.’s chairman, Charles Morrison, said that “suppliers 

are struggling just as many in our industry are, to hire people to process 

chicken, thus placing unexpected pressure on the amount of birds that can 

be processed and negatively affecting supply of all parts of the chicken in the 

U.S., not just wings.”

KFC Beyond Fried Chicken launch set for Jan. 10, 2022

Yum Brands’ Kentucky Fried Chick will launch a plant-based chicken option nationwide Jan. 10 at its more than 

4,000 locations, with the Beyond Fried Chicken product created in partnership with Beyond Meat. The product will 

be offered for a limited time at participating locations nationwide while supplies last. It will replicate the chain’s 

famous fried chicken but is made with no animal products. It will be offered à la carte in six-piece or 12-piece sizes 

or there will also be a Beyond Fried Chicken combo meat that will also come with KFC Secret Recipe Fries that also 

contain no animal products. Reports note the product is not a vegan offering and the dipping sauces that come 

with do have animal-derived ingredients. Promotional materials indicate the Beyond Fried Chicken will be offered 

in packages with a green color theme as opposed to the ubiquitous red used by KFC for its chicken. 

USDA’s daily national broiler/fryer market at-a-glance

Whole broiler/fryer prices are trending fully steady to firm for all sizes. 
Offerings of all sizes are closely balanced to tight for current needs. Retail 
and foodservice demand is moderate to good. Floor stocks are adequate. 
Processing schedules are normal to reduced, with some plants experiencing 
disruptions in transportation schedules due to inclement weather conditions. 
Market activity is active. In the parts structure, prices are steady to firm for 
boneless skinless breasts, dark meat cuts, and tenders. Wings and all other 
parts are steady. Offerings of boneless skinless breasts and tenders are 
clearing satisfactorily. Bone-in breasts, wings, and the remainder of parts are 
mostly moderate. Market activity for parts is moderate. In production areas, 
live supplies are moderate. Weights are mixed but noted as mostly desirable.

Broiler - Type Chicks Placed in the United States Down 2%

Broiler growers in the United States weekly program placed 186 million 
chicks for meat production during the week ending December 25, 2021, 
down 2 percent from a year ago. Cumulative placements from the week 
ending January 9, 2021 through December 25, 2021 for the United States 
were 9.46 billion. Cumulative placements were up slightly from the same 
period a year earlier.

Feature Highlights - Chicken Consumption in the Holidays
National summary figures moved higher in the last week of December, as 
retailers pushed to keep chicken a part of the holiday festivities. Ads featuring 
‘no price’ incentives nearly doubled compared to the previous week. All 
whole birds were lower in offer last week. The volume of white parts made 
remarkable strides in regaining its place in the meat case. Dark parts doubled 
in volume in features with value pack drumsticks and thighs leading the 
way. Frozen items came out of hiding and worked to regain buyers’ attention. 
Prepared foods’ biggest increases in volume were small rotisseries, wings, 
and tenders just in time for the upcoming holiday. Specialty and organics 
pushed to attract shoppers possibly looking for change in the new year.

U.S. Broiler Production seen up in 2022: USDA

The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) December poultry outlook reported U.S. broiler production in October 
totaled 3.826 billion pounds, a 1-percent year-over-year decrease and 4 percent higher when adjusted for the extra 
slaughter day in 2020. While average weights increased over last October by 1.2 percent, slaughter was down 2.1 
percent year over year, unadjusted for the additional day. 

Preliminary weekly slaughter data also indicate that November production was lower year over year. Based on these 
indicators, the fourth-quarter production forecast was revised down to 11.025 billion pounds. This brings the 2021 
total forecast to 44.73 billion pounds, an increase of less than half a percent from 2020.

Weekly chick placement data from NASS has averaged 3 percent above year-ago levels for the 4 weeks ending 
December 4th. This may indicate that the broiler industry is attempting to offset fertility challenges that have 
impacted production growth during 2021. Combined with strong price trends, there is reason to expect expansion in 
production in 2022. 

The first-quarter production forecast was revised up to 11.15 billion pounds, the second quarter forecast up to 11.40 
billion pounds, and the third quarter up to 11.69 billion pounds. In total, the total broiler production forecast for 2022 
was adjusted up by 260 million pounds to 45.5 billion pounds, 2-percent growth from the 2021 forecast.

Broiler Prices Adjusted Up 
National composite wholesale broiler prices averaged 105.47 cents per pound in 
November, 28.7 cents above last November's price. Weekly prices in November 
climbed steeply and averaged 116.11 cents per pound in the week ending 
December 4th. The fourth-quarter price forecast is adjusted up 3 cents to 108 
cents per pound. Based on recent trends and expectations for strong demand 
in the coming year, the 2022 price forecasts were also adjusted up, bringing the 
2022 average price to 102 cents per pound, a cent higher than the 2021 forecast 
average of 100.4 cents per pound.

Page 5 - Source: Articles written in collaboration with industry journalist Jim Wyckoff | 
www.jimwyckoff.com    

Page 4 - References from Chicken Check In.  Chicken Check In is from the National 

Chicken Council (NCC), based in Washington, DC. The NCC is the national, non-profit trade 

association representing U.S. chicken producers to provide information and help answer 

questions about how chicken is raised and processed in the U.S. NCC member companies 

include chicken producer/processors, poultry distributors, and allied supplier firms. The 

producer/processors account for approximately 95 percent of the chicken meat produced 

in the United States.
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From Left: Scott Hazenbroek, President of Foodmate US and David Hazenbroek, now Managing Director – Business Development (Food Processing), Foodmate NL.

“Foodmate is the preferred provider of processing systems 

in the poultry processing industry globally. Combine that 

with their culture of laser-focused innovation and superior 

engineering expertise, Foodmate is a wonderful addition 

to the Duravant family.”

Mike Kachmer, President and CEO of Duravant.

Headquartered in Downers Grove, IL, Duravant is a global 

engineered equipment company with manufacturing, 

sales and service facilities throughout North America, 

Europe and Asia. Through their portfolio of operating 

companies, Duravant delivers trusted end-to-end 

process solutions for customers and partners through 

engineering and integration expertise, project 

management and operational excellence. With 

worldwide sales distribution and service networks, they 

provide immediate and lifetime aftermarket support 

to all the markets they serve in the food processing, 

packaging and material handling sectors. Duravant’s 

market-leading brands are synonymous with innovation, 

durability and reliability.

 For more information, visit www.duravant.com

 

We're Duravant. Designers, makers and 

maintainers of highly engineered process 

equipment. Developers of innovative 

solutions, builders of long-term, productive 

relationships.

“Foodmate is very much aligned with Duravant’s 

culture and strong commitment to growth, 

which will enable Foodmate to accelerate the 

execution of our strategic priorities,”

Scott Hazenbroek, President of Foodmate US. 

“Foodmate has an installed base of over 900 units 

serving the largest poultry processing companies 

globally. By partnering with the Duravant companies, 

we look forward to continuously delivering on our 

customer-first approach to innovation and service 

excellence.”

David Hazenbroek, President of Foodmate B.V.

OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to consistently 

deliver unrivaled performance 

to our customers and partners 

through leading product design, 

project delivery and exemplary 

service. We seek to create 

long-term relationships that 

drive value for our customers 

and profitable growth for our 

shareholders.

OUR VISION
Our vision is to be recognized 

worldwide as the leading provider 

of the most innovative and 

reliable engineered equipment in 

every market we serve.

INNOVATION THAT WORKS.

Foodmate NL Announces Leadership Changes

NUMANSDORP, The Netherlands (Dec., 2021) — Duravant President & CEO Mike Kachmer has 

announced that David Hazenbroek will become Foodmate’s Managing Director – Business 

Development for Food Processing and Erik Blom will succeed Hazenbroek as President – Foodmate 

NL.

Hazenbroek will work directly with Kachmer in his position, beginning at the end of first quarter 

of 2022.

In this new role, Hazenbroek will lead the growth into new markets with an expanding set of 

products and services. He will also stay engaged with Foodmate’s key customers he has worked 

with for years.

“David will remain a key member of our Global Leadership Team which has responsibility for refining 

Duravant’s vision and strategy and engaging with our Board of Directors,” Kachmer said. “David’s 

passions have long been focused on customer relationships and new product development.”

Blom has served as President – Food Processing EMEAI since 2020. He led Duravant’s Key 

Technology, Marlen and WECO brands in the region. Blom also will have responsibility for Marlen 

EMEA and the rest of Foodmate International.

“Erik has had a distinguished career which includes serving as Meyn’s Managing Director (2014-19), 

Kachmer said. “He will be working with David and the Foodmate’s leadership team to ensure a 

smooth transition and to prepare the organization for our next phase of growth.

IN MAY 2021 FOODMATE WAS ACQUIRED BY DURAVANT 

Engineered equipment leader Duravant expands global food 
processing offerings with acquisition of Foodmate.
Duravant LLC (“Duravant”), a global engineered equipment and automation solutions provider to the 

food processing, packaging and material handling sectors, announced the completion of its acquisition 

of Foodmate, a leading manufacturer of poultry processing equipment dual-headquartered in Ball 

Ground, Georgia, and Numansdorp, the Netherlands. 

The Foodmate brand of poultry processing machinery has been a competitive force in the full line 

processing of poultry for over 15 years. With a strategic global footprint featuring manufacturing and 

engineering hubs in Europe, demo and showroom facilities in the US and the Netherlands and sales and 

assembly in the US, Foodmate’s customers are further supported by a local presence in 55 countries. 

Foodmate’s deep engineering and development capabilities allow for the custom design of complete 

automated solutions from the weighing and grading of the poultry product, to the cutting and deboning 

process. Recognized for advanced technology around software for vision and grading capabilities 

using proprietary software, and R&D capabilities supported by deep application know-how, Foodmate 

continues to grow its global presence.

“Over the last 15 years, Foodmate has built a sterling reputation in the poultry processing industry by 

focusing on delivering best-in-class solutions to their customers,” said Mike Kachmer, President and CEO 

of Duravant. “As we welcome the Foodmate team to the Duravant family of brands, we look forward to 

growing that legacy through continued customer-centric innovation.”

“Foodmate is very much aligned with Duravant’s culture and strong commitment to growth, which will 

enable Foodmate to accelerate the execution of our strategic priorities,” said Scott Hazenbroek, President 

of Foodmate US. “We look forward to continuing to provide the best equipment, service and support 

to over 900 installed units serving the largest poultry processing companies globally,” added David 

Hazenbroek, President of Foodmate B.V. The Netherlands. 

This partnership brings together two global engineered equipment leaders and extends Duravant’s ability 

to serve customers and partners in over 190 countries worldwide within the food processing sector.

POULTRY INDUSTRY  
   FOODMATE

NEWS
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We will continue to deliver the solution you need 

"“Exceptional customer service is at the foundation of Foodmate. 

While we know we manufacture the most innovative equipment 

in the industry; we believe our exponential growth is undoubtedly 

due to the excellent work of our service department. We earned 

our customers’ trust, and we are committed to continue delivering 

the level of service we are known for in the industry."

Jim James, Senior Vice President of Service Operations.

Foodmate US has named Jim James as its new 
Senior Vice President of Service Operations

James most recently worked as the Senior Vice President of Customer 

Service for a processing equipment and packaging company that 

serves the meat, poultry, bakery, and cheese industries.

James brings over 30 years of experience working with leading 

suppliers of food processing, portioning, and packaging equipment 

and solutions to the meat and poultry industries. He has served as 

Vice President of Technical Services, Vice President of Solutions & 

Marketing, and Key Account Manager. He also held the positions of 

Vice President of Global Sales and Marketing, Territory Sales Manager, 

and Product Manager.

“Jim’s decades of experience will be a great asset to our customers 

and our team. He shares our customer-centric management 

philosophy. His extensive expertise in sales and customer service will 

only enhance our continued growth.” Foodmate US President Scott 

Hazenbroek said.

A University of Maryland graduate, James served eight years in the 

U.S. Air Force. Away from work, he enjoys spending time with his wife 

of 39 years, Norma, their three sons, and their families including five 

grandchildren. He also likes to travel, camp, and spend time working 

in his garden.
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“I would like to express my gratitude to the team and all employees for your 
unwavering support to the company and your willingness to adapt to the 
inconvenient circumstances Covid has brought. From day one, when we decided 
to close the off ice temporarily, we never missed a beat, we never let one customer 
down, and we have continued to support our customers as always. I think this is a 
remarkable achievement and something we all should be very proud of. 
Thank you for your commitment to our philosophy of excellence”. 

Scott Hazenbroek · President, Foodmate US

From intelligently scheduling 

employees, to assigning work, 

to gaining complete visibility 

into service operations and 

assets, our Sales Force Field 

Service Lightning has helped 

us deliver better service to our 

customers in 2021. 

“Our experience with the 
Foodmate team was a very good 
one. There is a sincere desire to 
see us succeed.”

Tim Biron 
General Manager
Foster Farms, Farmerville, LA.

I first want to thank our customers for all the business 

awarded to us in 2021! The growth that Foodmate 

has experienced over the past few years has been 

tremendous and we fully recognized the responsibility to 

properly support this equipment for years to come. As a 

result of this growth, we have started several initiatives to 

continue and improve the level of support that you have 

accustomed to receive from Foodmate. 

JIM'S PLANS REVEALED! 

Jim James

Elevate your Experience. 
Expect Excellence.  
Our strong growth also comes with the need to restructure the service 

department and continue our excellent customer service. We have, in 2020, 

expanded our service network and procedures with an addition of a fully 

dedicated Help-Desk function to meet the immediate needs for technical 

assistance at any given moment. And since then, we have been working 

on expanding and improving strategies to better serve our customers. In 

2021, we rolled out another component that enhanced our efficiency in call 

response and management, with Salesforce Field Service Lightning - bringing 

the support you expect and are accustomed to from us. This service so far 

has elevated our employees’ and customers’ experience. But in order to 

accommodate our growth and demand, we knew we needed to do more. 

And so, we brought Jim, our new Senior VP of Service Operations. And Jim's 

creative and strategic mind has already put in place the first steps of our 

Service Team Expansion in Excellence. And we are now sharing it with you! 

AIP (Asset Integrity Program) Department expansion

 ✓ Hiring a dedicated AIP Manager

 ✓ Hiring additional AIP coordinators 

 ✓ Hiring dedicated regionally focused AIP Field Technicians

· Investing in training of our team to improve the level of service 
delivered to our customers

· Development of training options for our customers to better suit 
their needs such as:

 ✓ On-site training at customer facility

 ✓ Classroom training at our facility

 ✓ Virtual training

 ✓ Video training segments

Service Team Expansion in Excellence 

Service Team Expansion in Excellence 

How is that going to benefit you: 
Some of the initiatives currently underway include but not limited to: 
· Increasing our support team to better support our customer’s needs:

Service Department expansion:

 ✓ Hired additional Service Managers

 ✓ Hiring 18 additional field service technicians 

 ✓ Established Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) for each product line

 ✓ Increasing staffing in our Help Desk

“I did want to take a moment 
and comment on the Foodmate 
staff and their commitment 
to excellence. All technicians, 
including the ChickSort 
technicians, were knowledgeable, 
approachable, and interested 
in superior performance. As 
usual, Foodmate service was 
impeccable and on point. Thank 
you for the effort, and we look 
forward to working with you 
again.  Great team, and thank 
you!”

Doug Smith
Mountaire Farms, Selbyville, DE 

Our clients are saying...

With a "Dutch 

upbringing", we 

at Foodmate, 

embrace the Dutch 

Frankness as part of 

our corporate culture. 

And we encourage and 

enjoy an open and frank 

relationship with our 

customers. We like to 

hear what is in your mind.  

Please speak up! 

“Foodmate has the most “Foodmate has the most 
responsive technical service responsive technical service 
team in the industry.  They team in the industry.  They 
provide excellent service provide excellent service 
before and after the salebefore and after the sale
 of equipment.” of equipment.”

Chris Knight Chris Knight 
Director of Engineering Services, Director of Engineering Services, 
Pilgrim’s CorporatePilgrim’s Corporate

There is a 
reason why 
our service 
department is 
rated the best 
in the industry. 
We want it 
that way!  

POULTRY INDUSTRY  
   FOODMATE

NEWS
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S  9 Small footprint

 9 Completely enclosed machine

 9 Flexible final product selection:

 › Butterfly fillets, half fillets and tenders in/out

 9 User friendly operator interface 

 › With loading efficiency rating and batch control 

 9 Exceptional yield and final product presentation

 9 Capacity of 6,000 breast caps or whole breasts per hour

 9 Integrated automatic skinner, wishbone remover and keel bone harvester

 9 Touch-screen display panel with multiple preprogrammed product selection 

See the MAX 2.0 in action

The New MAX 2.0 Breast Deboner has been completely redesigned. The 

stronger and more reliable MAX 2.0 comes with higher performance, safety, 

and hygiene benefits, while still offering exceptional flexibility in final products. 

Product options are butterfly fillets, half fillets, and tenders in/out. It features an 

integrated automatic skinner, wishbone remover and keel bone harvester. 

The Max 2.0 has been designed for higher performance along with safety and 

hygiene benefits, while retaining its flexibility in the final cuts of meat produced. 

All these enhancements have been made while maintaining the machine’s 

small footprint. 

The Max 2.0 is completely enclosed for improved safety. Enhanced features 

such as a standard conveyor over the machine’s full length, and drip trays over 

the conveyors add to the machine’s performance. The clean-in-place feature 

improves hygiene and reduces sanitation time.

FLEXIBILITY, RELIABILITY AND HIGH PERFORMANCE.
Breast Caps or Front Halves Deboner (6,000 BPH)

MAX 2.0

MAX2.0 allows the user to select 

different pre-set programs, such 

as half fillets or butterflies. This 

gives you the ability to control 

production on the fly and saves 

valuable set up time.  

The MAX 2.0 offers exceptional 

flexibility with final product 

options such as butterfly fillets, 

half fillets, and tenders in/out. 

KEY FEATURES 
Enhanced features such as a 

standard conveyor over the 

machine’s full length, and drip 

trays over the conveyors add 

to the machine’s performance. 

Improved hygiene, such as 

advanced CIP, reduces 

sanitation time.

WHY UPGRADE TO THE MAX 2.0?!
Our collaboration with one of our valued customers, Fieldale Farms, has provided us the opportunity to develop  

the new MAX 2.0 to deliver the results our customers were expecting from a Breast Deboner.  In turn, Fieldale 

has improved efficiency and production with the purchase of multiple Max 2.0 Breast Deboners. Let's hear how  

our Max 2.0 machines are doing at the Fieldale Cornelia Plant!  

“We evaluate our machines 
looking for ways to increase 
performance and make them 
easier for our customers to 
use. We’ve gone through 
the MAX 2.0 and made 
improvements to several 
areas that will make the 
overall experience better 
for our customers.”

Scott Hazenbroek
President, Foodmate US.

Fieldale Farms 

Follow up interview with: 
Randall Green, General Manager | Tim Arrowood, Plant Manager 

Foodmate Equipment: (4) MAX2.0

Scope: Fieldale Farms in Cornelia, GA. is a premium Tray Pack supplier for Springer Mountain 

Farms. The Cornelia facility was already familiar with Automated Breast Deboning with another 

OEE but needed more throughput due to increasing line speeds going to NPIS (New Poultry 

Inspection System). Along with the extra throughput required, another goal for Fieldale was to 

increase yield and improve staffing by reducing the number of bones coming to the trimmers 

off the automated machines. Foodmate MAX 2.0 high performance and relatively small footprint 

were also critical factors in the decision-making process. The plant required extra throughput 

and bone reduction, but it also needed more machines in the existing floor space to increase 

capacity. 

Foodmate Strategy: Foodmate took this opportunity to partner with Fieldale and worked on 

a design that would benefit a streamlined operation while not interrupting other production 

processes. The Max 2.0 was able to outperform the existing automated breast deboning 

equipment regarding quality, throughput, and yield.   

Foodmate Solution and End Results: Foodmate delivered a system that could debone up 

to 400 footballs a minute, putting more pounds out weekly at a better quality than previous 

operations. This project was a tremendous success for both companies, and we continue our 

great partnership with Fieldale Farms.

What were the deciding factors when selecting your new Foodmate equipment?

Yield results, the possibility of increasing production with fewer employees required.

How has your efficiency level improved regarding rework and labor?

Rework has improved, we achieved better product quality with less labor. The machine runs faster and 

more productive. 

Can you comment on labor improvement you have experienced since the machines have been running?

We are experiencing less labor due to less rework. Our Maintenance and Operation teams have adapted 

very well with the machines.

How have your daily operations been impacted since installation? Have you noticed any improvement? 

Operation is running much better, we are achieving higher yield and fewer bones for rework. 

How has your experience with our Service Team been?

The service Team has been great. Our team works well with the Foodmate team, which made for us 

having great collaboration with Foodmate' s team prior and during the installation process. 

"Our MAX 2.0 Breast Deboners 
have hit our expectation. 
Operation is running much 
better and we are achieving 
better yield and less bones for 
rework."

Randall Green 
General Manager, 
Fieldale Farms, Cornelia GA

S U C C E S S   S T O R Y 

 FOODMATE
HOME OF  

INTELLIGENT 
DEBONING 
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The new OPTiX Thigh Deboner uses 

an x-ray measuring system to precisely 

measure each leg, it automatically 

adjusts for each leg in real-time at 

a speed of up to 14,400 legs per hour.

X-RAY MEASURING SYSTEM

Leading Technology 
in Dark Meat Deboning Solutions 
 

The OPTiX offers the flexibility to manually hang whole legs, as a stand-alone, 

or it has the ability to be integrated with a Foodmate OPTI Flow Cut-up System. 

The machine can operate at high speeds  and offers different line configurations 

and bird size accommodation. The machine produces a very high amount 

of cartilage free meat with minimal bone content. This results in minimal 

trimming and maximum pounds per man/hour.

INTELLIGENT THIGH DEBONING WITH SURGICAL PRECISION
Thigh Deboner with X-ray Technology (14,400 LPH)

OPTiX

What were the deciding factors when selecting your new Foodmate equipment?

We had a few tests at the Foodmate Demo and Training Center, which proved the machine’s high 

performance. The small amount of bone and cartilage on the meat that comes off that machine 

impressed us. The OPTiX maintains a constant high yield. Also, we were confident with the support 

Foodmate provides. 

How has your efficiency level improved regarding rework and labor?

Overall, the OPTiX has done a great job, it allowed us to cut back on overtime on weeknights and 

weekends, so we improved workflow. It helped us to improve in re-work, and we were able to streamline 

production. This has been a very successful project. We show labor improvement to be very close to what 

we anticipated; we estimate our crew reduction at about 60 people. Labor cost has gone down, and we 

have stabilized our labor force. 

How have your maintenance and operations teams adapted to the new equipment? 

I think our team has done well with the machines. They took ownership of the new equipment and have 

adjusted well, learning the new equipment quickly. It helps that these machines are relatively simple 

to operate and maintain. We feel that the training provided by Foodmate was very supportive of the 

adaptation process as well. 

How was your experience interacting with Foodmate’ s team members before and during the 
installation process? And how has your experience with our service team been?

We don’t think it could have gone any better. The Foodmate team did a great job on both day and night 

shifts; they were knowledgeable and easy to talk to; they got our team involved, training them, helping 

them to get comfortable with the equipment. Your install team did an excellent job! The Foodmate 
Service team is very prompt and reliable.

See the OPTiX in action 

A
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S  9 Unmatched yields 

 9 Intuitive operating screen

 9 Cut-up integration or stand-alone

 9 Debones up to 14,400 thighs per hour

 9 Precise cut through x-ray technology 

 9 Exceptional drumstick cut presentation

 9 Produces cartilage-free meat with or without skin

The meat is efficiently scraped 

from the bone to ensure 

maximum yield and high quality 

thigh meat, keeping labor to a 

minimum. 

The OPTiX Thigh Deboner uses 

x-ray technology for detecting 

kneecap and thigh length, 

ensuring the highest possible 

yields. The OPTiX accommodates 

a wide variation of bird sizes, and 

offers integration with the OPTI 

Flow Cut-up System.

KEY FEATURES “After our team run some 
tests at the Foodmate 
headquarters, it was clear 
that no other machine could 
outperform the OPTiX. Our 
plant has purchased three 
machines, and they have not 
disappointed us.”

Ed Fletcher - Complex Manager 
Koch Foods

WHY UPGRADING TO THE OPTiX?! 
Perhaps the question should be Why not upgrade to the OPTiX! The OPTiX Intelligent Thigh Deboner has been 

on of the most successful machines we developed to date.  The OPTiX proven track record has outperformed not 

only our customers expectations, but even ours!  We are in the field collecting yields and running reports on  how 

well this machine is performing at the plants. Let's hear how the OPTiX is doing at Koch Foods!  

To know more about the OPTiX performance reports, contact us at info@foodmateusa.com 

S U C C E S S   S T O R Y 

Koch Foods   
Follow up interview with: 
Ed Fletcher, Complex Manager  |  John Waggoner, Plant Manager

Foodmate Equipment: 
(3) OPTiX Thigh Deboners
(2) OPTI Flow Cut-up Systems
(2) Leg Processors 

Scope: Foodmate has replaced the plant's hand thigh deboning lines with 3 OPTiX Thigh Deboners. The main goal 

was to deliver labor reduction and meet or exceed yields. For this to happen, our team's goal was to provide a 

solution that improved the thigh deboning process' performance and increased the number of thighs with the 

oyster attached.    

Foodmate Strategy: Our team studied the plant’s needs and developed a solution that addressed the main goal: 

maintain or increase yield and decrease labor. To that end, our engineering team provided a plan to include three 

OPTiX Thigh Deboners, two OPTI Flow Cut-up systems, which included replacement of the chain, shackles, and leg 

processors of their existing line to send an anatomical cut whole leg to the OPTiX. Our team’s target was to deliver 

our equipment on schedule and ensure a smooth start-up with minimum downtime. 

Foodmate Solution and End Results: The ideal solution was to install 3 OPTiX along with the OPTI Flow Cut-up 

lines for optimal yields while at the same time reducing staffing. The project has been a success. 

 FOODMATE
HOME OF  

INTELLIGENT 
DEBONING 
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THE STRENGTH OF FOODMATE 
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION 
CONTROL SOLUTIONS

 9 Current production

 9 Combined piece rate

 9 Total piece production

 9 Individual line histogram

 9 Total production histogram

 9 Grade performance graph

 9 Average bird weight

 9 Whole bird weight spread

 9 Individual line speeds

 9 Hanging efficiency

 9 Reference position

 9 Hanging efficiency per line 

        and combined

The advanced Dashboard indicates at a glance:

Foodmate is introducing a whole new generation of ChickSort Production Control, Grading, and Distribution Solutions. ChickSort 4.0 replaces 

the most advanced user-friendly, graphics-based grading and distribution software on the market. With seamless integration to Foodmate 

OPTI FLOW Cut-up Systems. ChickSort 3.0 allowed processors to achieve a high level of control and information without buying a complete new 

packing room. 

Building on the experience gained implementing ChickSort 3.0 solutions worldwide, Foodmate has developed ChickSort 4.0. This system 

update is even more intuitive and user-friendly, with a re-imagined user interface. ChickSort 4.0 has been designed to control OPTI FLOW Cut-up 

and FM Compact Belt Sizers seamlessly. ChickSort 4.0 can connect to the FM Data Portal and FM Data Dashboard, giving complete visibility of 

the entire cut-up and deboning process. ChickSort 3.0 was the market leader; ChickSort 4.0 is the new standard in Production Control, Grading, 

and Distribution Solutions.

The Foodmate Production Control, Grading, and Distribution 

Systems measure, monitor, and control manufacturing 

processes and activities. They identify and help users correct 

any abnormalities or variations from specified values, either 

manually or automatically. The aim is to secure that production 

is consistent and that as little product is wasted as possible. 

ChickSort 4.0 has been designed to encompass the goals of 

Process Control and supports all Foodmate Cut-up equipment. 

ChickSort 4.0 is ideal for controlling complex whole bird 

distribution and cut-up requirements with a new intuitive and 

simplified graphics-based user interface. 

 9 Skin flaws/barking                   

 9 Single leg hang 

 9 Physical size

 9 Broken wings                           

 9 Missing parts  

 9 Hock length                              

 9 Hock burn  

 9 Bile stain                                  

 9 Bruises

 9 Feathers                                   

 9 Organs

 9 Missing shackle detection

VISION AND GRADING  ChickSort 4.0

Destinations – Mixed Pack Shackle data Line Builder Filter Configuration

CHICKSORT 4.0 DASHBOARD

INVISION DETECTION PARAMETERS

Destination switching Belt Control Dashboard

Foodmate Production Control, Grading, and Distribution Systems ensure industrial processes 

are carried out efficiently, consistently, and with as little variation as possible. They help 

maintain throughput, quality, yield, and efficiency. Foodmate latest innovation in this line of 

products is the FM Compact Sizer (CS4), it is engineered in-house with the “We make it simple. 

You make it profitable” design philosophy.

The FM Compact Sizer with the latest CS4 controls can be built to fit any plant layout, giving 

the customer all the benefits of a complete Foodmate solution. It feeds sized products to the 

ULTiMATE, OPTiX, OPTI LTD,  Max Breast Deboners.

FM Compact Sizer (CS4) 

The FM Compact Sizer offers 

 ✓ low maintenance with a simple design

 ✓ IP69 food & beverage rated components including hygienic design load cell & 

rugged, hygienic design integrated touchscreen control panel

 ✓ Modular design for optimal integration

 ✓ Single-sided and/or dual-sided stations can be mixed as required on one belt

 ✓ Dual lane options and bespoke options (e.g., hoppers)

Specifications:

Up to 160 pcs/min

Up to 300mm/12" product length

Up to 250mm/10" product width

Up to 3kg/6.6lb product weight

Up to 32 stations plus end of belt

Real-time operational data including:

 ✓ Total count (overall/per shift/per station/per requirement)

 ✓ Total weight (overall/per shift/per station/per requirement)

 ✓ Average weight (overall/per shift/per station/per 

requirement)

 ✓ Failed weighings (e.g., inadequate spacing, product too 

long)

 ✓ Motor Speed

 ✓ Motor Current

 ✓ Motor Torque

 ✓ Motor Power Usage

 ✓ Air temperature

 ✓ Belt Speed

 ✓ Air Pressure

 ✓ Air Volume 

(overall & per selection)

Real-time performance & efficiency data including:

Features & Benefits:

 ✓ Remote support 

 ✓ Simple to use, integrated, touch screen FM CS4 control 

system with remote monitoring and control

 ✓ Multiple recipes (can be quickly & easily recalled)

 ✓ Multiple weight ranges per station

 ✓ Automatic batching by weight and/or count

 ✓ Rate/distribution control with automatic band widening

 ✓ Integration with upstream & downstream equipment

 ✓ Can be integrated with other sizers, cutup & distribution 

lines using FM CS4 software allowing all to be controlled 

from a single or from multiple locations

 ✓ Compatible with FM Data Portal and FM DataDashboard

 FOODMATE
PRODUCTION AND 

DISTRIBUTION 

SYSTEMS 



FRAME CUT-UP SYSTEMS

Frame Cut-up Systems are characterized by its self-contained structure with cutting modules and is delivered pre-wired with a control panel that is already 

mounted to the machine. Frame Cut-up Systems are easy to install and only requires one power connection. The in-line design easily lends itself to connect 

automatic transfer machines, which are often supplied by distribution lines for optimal cutting results and eliminates the manual hanging process.  

All Frame Cut-up Systems are supplied with self-correcting magnetic cut-up shackles to help prevent the shackles from miss-feeding when entering the 

cut-up modules. The unique turning point and side plate configuration makes the machine easy to clean and flexible for future line modifications. The 

stand-alone system requires minimal installation time because all the single point connections are integrated into the modules/machines. Frame Cut-up 

Systems can be used for Food Service applications and for traditional cut-up applications.

Food Service Cut-up Systems are designed to meet all 8 and 9-piece cutting 

requirements set by various fast food chains such as KFC, Popeyes, Church’s 

Chicken and Bojangles’. This system can also be designed and customized to 

meet other food service cut-up requirements from different countries around 

the world, such as Korea (25-piece) and Thailand. Foodmate has also supplied 

lines to make 4 and 6-piece bone-in breast cuts as well as 3-piece thigh cuts for 

school lunch programs in the U.S.. 

FOOD SERVICE CUT-UP SYSTEMS 

COMPACT CUT-UP SYSTEMS 
Foodmate Compact Cut-up Systems are available in different configurations, designed to meet mainly 

traditional product mixes. Some systems are as simple as just cutting front halves and cutting leg quarters, 

while others may include wing segmenting, options such as weighing and whole bird distribution. Line 

speeds can vary from 100 birds per minute on 12” centers to 140 birds per minute on 8” centers depending 

on the type of cuts. This system allows for a maximum of 100 birds per minute, depending on product mix.  

Final Product | 9-piece food service cuts 

FLEXIBLE CUT-UP 

OPTI FLOW CUT-UP SYSTEM

Foodmate OPTI Flow Cut-up System is one of the market’s 

most advanced cut-up systems, offering excellent efficiency 

and flexibility.  The OPTI Flow combines the advantage of the 

optimal solution for whole bird distribution based on grade 

and weight as well as the optimal logistics solution to deliver 

chicken parts to any desired location inside the plant.

The system can be controlled by advanced ChickSort 

weighing and InVision Grading Software to help optimize 

bird utilization based on weight and grade throughout 

the process effectively, by increasing A grade pack out and 

increasing yield value throughout the entire process. The 

lines can be configured with by-passable bird unloaders and 

by-passable cut-up modules. 

Modules can be customized according to your plants’ 

requirements. The system is able to handle all basic cuts, 

such as wings, breast, whole legs and drum and thighs with 

a speed of up to 105 birds per minute on 12” centers and up to 

130 birds per minute on 10” centers, depending on product 

mix and bird size. 

Foodmate OPTI Flow is a flexible cut-up systems, designed 

to keep maintenance and sanitation to a minimum without 

compromising performance and quality. One of the unique 

features is the self correcting magnetic cut-up shackle 

which prevents shackles from miss-feeding into the cutting 

modules. 

“THE LINES JUST RUN!”
                                           Robert Garlington, VP of Operations, George’s Inc.

Learn more about our 
Cut-up Systems
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 FOODMATE 

FLEXIBLE 
CUT-UP SYSTEMS

 FOODMATE 

FRAME
CUT-UP SYSTEMS
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“In my opinion Foodmate is one of the more 
out-of-the-box thinking suppliers to the 
poultry industry at the moment.  Their ability 
to view issues differently and come up with 
new solutions that positively impacts yields 
and throughputs, while reducing labor in 
many cases, is game-changing.”

Tracy Allen,  Sr. Director Of Operations & 
Environmental, 

Allen Harim, Millsboro DE         

Expect excellence.

and the experience you deserve. 
       We will always deliver the solution you need 

Since 2020 we have gotten 

used to a new normal. We have 

adhered to collective quarantine, 

online grocery shopping, teams 

meetings, zoom meetings, all 

things virtual. 

So, we found a way to have you 

come to our beautiful new office 

in Numansdorp to visit! 

All in a safe, virtual environment, 

naturally. So, grab a coffee and 

get your "boarding pass" to 

our headquarters here!

Experience our 
Headquarters in Holland!

Your name here 

Foodmate 

You!  Any Your 

Success

FMNL

24/73D FOODM8

How about a 

trip to Holland, 

to visit our 

headquarters?! 

Scan QR code with your camera phone and Enjoy it! 

Q
&

A

Foodmate Cut-up Systems - THE LINES JUST RUN! 
Our OPTI FLOW Cut-up System never fails to impress our customers. It is one of the market's most 

advanced cut-up systems, offering excellent efficiency and flexibility. Oh, and as one of our good customers 

said, "The lines just run". After all, that is precisely what they were designed to do. Let's see how Shenadoah 

Valley's OPTI Flow is running!

Shenadoah Valley Poultry - Harrisonburg, VA  
Follow up interview with: 
Bob Bahr, Vice President of Operations

Foodmate Equipment: (1) OPTI FLOW Cut-up System

Scope: The plant currently kills approximately 140 bpm with a 6.50 ALW (average live weight); 

however, it was limited on cut-up line capacity of 80bpm. Foodmate has replaced the plant's 

outdated frame line, as it had a max speed of 80 bpm, and they needed to get a cut-up line 

to maximize their kill capacity. The main goal was to deliver a cut-up line that would perform 

at 140bpm, reduce labor and meet or exceed yields for the plant's previous process. For this to 

happen, our team would need to deliver a solution that would improve the performance of the 

cut-up line to match kill speeds.  

Foodmate Strategy: Our team studied the plant's needs and developed a solution that addressed 

the main goal: maintain or increase cut-up line capacity, increase cut-up yield and decrease 

labor. To that end, our engineering team provided a plan to put in a single OPTI Flow Cut-up 

System. The project included replacing the frame line with ChickSort vision and weighing, FM 

Super Wing Cutter,  Single Blade Halver, Leg Processor, and the Thigh and Drumstick Cutter NG - 

all at running lines at 140bpm, which had not been done before.   Our team's goal was to deliver 

our equipment on schedule and ensure a smooth start-up with minimum downtime.

Foodmate Solution and End Results: The ideal solution was to install 1 OPTI Flow Cut-up line for 

140 bpm and achieve optimal yields while at the same time reducing staffing. The project has 

been a success.

What were the deciding factors when selecting your new Foodmate equipment?

Line speed capability with our product mix. 

How has your efficiency level improved regarding rework and labor?

Our previous line could only operate at about 95 BPM. With our 1st processing operating at 140 bpm, 

it required us to constantly take product out of flow and then run overtime to put them back into the 

process. The FM OPTI Flow system has allowed us to cut up and distribute the product at production 

speed and has effectively eliminated the out-of-flow product. It has also enhanced our ability to size 

products and get the desired final product in the form that our customers want.

Can you comment on labor improvement you have experienced since the machines have been running?

We eliminated at least five positions in our single shift process.

How has your maintenance/operations team adapted to the new equipment? 

There has been a learning curve, but overall it has gone well.

Do you feel that the new equipment has impacted your turnover rate?

Yes, we reduced the number of people required to hang the WOGS from a conveyor to the processing line, 

and those were our highest turnover jobs.

S U C C E S S   S T O R Y 

Compact, efficient & flexible 
3,000 breast caps/h

In the first month of 2022, we celebrated 

assembling our 100th Maxima. This is a big feat 

for our small machine! We are proud that our first 

automatic white meat deboner is still a sought-

after machine in plants worldwide, even after 

10 years of production. Our hard-working and 

dedicated Maxima team continuously ensures 

that every machine is finished on time and up to 

our high-quality standards.

100th Maxima Celebration  
Small Footprints. Big Results

The Maxima Breast Cap Deboner automatically 

skins the breast cap and removes the wishbone 

with minimal meat content and high yields. It 

produces single fillets with tender in. The sanitary 

design consists of large access doors for easy 

cleaning and maintenance to address food safety 

concerns. The machine has large see-through 

doors which provide optimal internal visibility 

to all moving parts and visual performance 

monitoring. 

The Maxima is perfect for the poultry processing 

plant that seeks a compact and professional 

white meat deboner that only requires small 

square footage of space. The Maxima is, after 

all, the small footprint breast cap deboner that 

delivers big results! 



In 2018, Inc. Magazine ranked Foodmate on its 36th annual Inc. 5000, the most prestigious ranking of the nation’s 
fastest-growing private companies. The list represents a unique look at the most successful companies within the 
American economy’s most dynamic segment - its independent small and mid-sized businesses. Also, Foodmate 

was listed No.13 in the manufacturing sector nationwide and No. 38 in Georgia.

foodmateus.com | foodmate.nl

The Netherlands (HQ)  ·  USA  ·  UK  ·  Poland  ·  Korea  ·  Brazil

Foodmate, which is owned by Duravant LLC, is a leading poultry processing equipment 

manufacturer based in The Netherlands. Founded by industry experts in early 2006, the 

company quickly expanded its worldwide distribution into North and South America with 

the launch of Foodmate US in 2010. Foodmate Brasil was then launched in 2015, followed 

by the launch of Foodmate Poland in 2017 and the acquisition of Foodmate UK in 2019. 

Foodmate has become the committed and reliable partner of major poultry processing 

companies worldwide. In 2017, Inc. magazine has ranked Foodmate US, Inc. No. 13 in 

the manufacturing sector on its 36th Annual List of America’s Fastest-Growing Private 

Companies, the Inc. 5000, the most prestigious ranking of the nation’s fastest-growing 

private companies.
......

Our team of dedicated professionals is backed by decades of poultry industry knowledge 

and experience, resulting in the engineering, development, and implementation of highly 

innovative meat processing equipment geared to our clients’ ever-changing needs.

Driven by research, paired with unmatched knowledge and decades of experience, our 

company’s mission is to innovate, automate, and bring cost-effective solutions to the industry 

and our customers. 

 

Committed and  ReliableCommitted and  Reliable

We make it SIMPLE. You make it PROFITABLE.


